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IlJ.l;j'J\s.:r: 
Until 1973 nonequilibrium was based on Green-Kubo linear 

alternative 
to dynamic 

dynamics 
transport 
enforcing 

to Gibbs' ense:nble theo;:y in 1984; he 
Gibbs' NV! and Nl'T statistical-mecha:1ical 

s of motion ge:leraliz.es the 
.... hich follows from Gat.:ss· 

dpldt • f - ~ltJp ~GA"SS' 1:[f· [plm) 111:[ (p2 lm. I • 

Shuichi Nose showed that a more-genera.l integral-feedback relation: 

d~Nn/dt .. 6K/{<K>-t2 ) ~K'" K - <K> K"!{ tp2l2rJ) J ; <K> - (3NkT/2) , 

1, generateS Gibbs' canonical 
advar.ce for which ~~ose received iln IDf>j

~NII has a root-mean-squared ,-,alue of ,(-1 
order N-1/2. Numerical trajectories 

be obtained by generalidng1 Stoermer's centered-difference algorithm: 

(r+ 2ro + r_) Idt 2 (E'o/m) ~o(r+ r_J/(2dt); f~+ -~_)/(2dt} "'" i~Ko)/{<K>l.2) . 

indicate times {t-dt,t,t+dt). This symmetric time-reversible 

friction coefficient 
t.emperature fluctuations of 

stable. Symmetric equations can have no long-term tendency 
0:: loss, because the reversed solution would then sho..... the opposite 

tendency. The same remarkable stability applies in nonequilibrium simulaticns. 
from f'quilibrium the Gaussian and ~lose-Hoover equations of motion provide a 

basis fOr the Second Law of Thermodynamics. This connection between 
IT'echanics and ir::eversible thermodynamics is fundamentally 

Consider the sirr.plest two-dimensional example: a Newtonian system 
reservoi rs maintained HOT and COLD by two Nose-Hoover f;dction 

Simplify '::Jy assur.!ino;, equal particle numbers and relaxation times in 
the two reservoirs: 

d~HC.'t/dt ... l!.KHOT! {NkTHOT1 2 ) d~COLD/d~ .. ~Kco:r..ol {NkTCOLO't2) • 

In the reservoirs Nose-Hooy~r equations of motion apply: (dp/dt ,.. F(r:) <p). 

steps show that these solt.:t:;"o.1s are consistent with the Second t.aw, Ei...::..st., 

the quantity: 


C{q,p~~) -¢lqi + KIp) + :}<k.T\~12 +J~dt)JHOT + [~kT{~t2 +J~dt)lcOLD 

Chain-rule differentiation s:tows that. the t.ime derivat.ive dC (g, p.~) /dt vanishes. 
is a eons~ant of the motion; Thus, in a steady state the two time integrals must 
canee1: 

NkTHOTI~HOTdt + NkTCOL:Jf~cOLDot "'" Q • 

This result is an energy-balance requi:rexe:'lt: in the of external work. heat 
taken in must balance heat lost. Thus the magnitude roust e)l:ceed the 

, magnitude of ~HOT' That is, ~cOLol > kHOT!. ~, the geor:leu:ic 
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Together with our first result. I> that t.'::DLD i 
positive and is negative. the necessarily injee: 
heat at THOT < G) and extract heat > 0), giving a steady~sta 
flow from hot to cold consistent with the Second Law of Thermodynamics. It is 
remarkable that the irreversible Second Law of Thermody~amics can be derived frof 
time-reversible fl'.echanics. Time-reversible heat reservoirs made this 
link between mechanics and therrnodynam:ics is more corr.prehensive than '..,as in 
Boltzmann's day. A of the inequality <df/cit> > a is th~t 
the steady-sta':..e . collapsing onto a ~ultifractal 
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Poincare Section shown in the rigura. 
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